24	HYMNS OF THE ALVARS
forms of Vishnu and Siva.1 In order to decide once for
ill to which god worship was to be given, Ramanuja one
evening placed before the image, on the one hand, the
symbols of Vishnu, (the discus, the shell, and so forth), and
Dn the other Siva's symbols, (the trident, etc.), so that the
^od himself might decide. In the morning the god was
Bearing the symbols of Vishnu, and from that time forward
the temple has been one of the great Sri-Vaishnava shrines,
Still more interesting and perplexing is the story of the dis-
pute that occurred between Ranganatha (Vishnu at gri-
rangam), and Varada (Vishnu of Kanchi), over Ramanuja;
the one god sent to the other demanding that he should no
longer retain Ramanuja, as he was needed at Srirangam.
Here we are not far removed from, indiscriminate poly-
theism, with the unedifying feuds of rival, gods. Yet it is
clear that there is a recognised relation between the one
Supreme Being Vishnu and the various local gods, so that
loyalty to any or all of them is loyalty to him, while on the
other hand, no god outside this ring may receive worship.
There are, however, stanzas in the Alvar hymns in which it
is indicated that worship of Siva is in reality worship of
Vishnu himself under that form.2
In almost all the hymns that are here given, a yearning
after the divine fellowship stands out as the chief character-
istic. In comparison with this, the best that the world can
offer is valueless: wealth, sensual indulgence, the exercise
of kingly authority, the bliss of Svarga itself, are all treated
with contempt.3 It is not a vague absorption into the
divine essence that is here desired; it is a personal
relationship, illustrated largely by the relation between a
man and the woman whom he loves.4 The object of man's
1	cf. Pey Alvar (Third Tiruvandadi, 63)' The two forms unite as one
on the sacred hill (Tirupati), where the rushing mountain streams flow
round Mai (Vishnu), who appears with matted locks, and high top-knot
and shining battle-axe and discus, girt with the snake.'   cf. also Poykai
Alvar (First Tiruvandadi, 98) < These two (Siva and Vishnu) for ever
change and unite in their limbs: the one is ever within the limbs of
the other.'
2	See, e.g., introductory note to Tiruviruttam> p, 58.
8 e.g., selections from Kulasekara, pp. 44-48.
4 e.g., Tiruviruttam throughout.

